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Abstract—Digital maps have become a part of our everyday
lives as they are integrated into a wide range of map-based services like traffic estimation, navigation systems, and many more.
These services still have a huge opportunity for enhancements
with semantically richer maps to support a large class of new
services.
In this demo, we demonstrate the MAP++ crowd-sensing system for map semantics identification. Map++ leverages standard
smart-phone sensors to automatically enrich digital maps with
various road semantics such as bridges, crossroads, roundabouts,
underpasses, among others. The goal of this demo is to showcase
Map++ in action where it takes crowd-sensed motion traces
and process them automatically in real-time to identify the map
semantics. The demo also allows attendees to analyze the effect
of the Map++ different parameters on system performance and
road semantics.

I.

and number of lanes. These map semantics are a necessity for
many of today’s map-based applications. Map++ focuses only
on inertial sensors and cellular information, removing the need
for the energy-hungry GPS.
In this demo, we demonstrate the Map++ system, providing
a tool for visualizing the different semantics identification
stages and analyzing these identified semantics based on
collected traces. The demo also allows the audience to analyze
the Map++ different parameters and the effect of the different
road semantics on the different sensors.
We will first give an overview of the Map++ system
architecture and its main modules. Then, we will give a
description of our demo and its functionality.
II.

I NTRODUCTION

Cartography has come a long way from manually-drawn
paper-based maps to computer-generated digital maps like
Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, OpenStreetMaps, etc. These map
services lay a foundation for a broad range of services including navigation systems, traffic estimation, and locationbased social services; that are used daily by millions of users.
In 2013, Google announced that its Google Maps service is
accessed by over one billion users every month [1]. However,
with the dynamic changes and richness of the physical world,
it is hard to keep these digital maps up-to-date and capture all
the physical world road semantics. To address this, commercial
map companies started to provide tools for users to manually
send feedbacks and updates about their maps. However, these
services require active user participation and are subject to
intentional incorrect data entry by malicious users.
The Map++ system [2] leverages the ubiquitous off-the
shelf commodity smart-phones to enrich digital maps with
a wide range of map semantics. The idea is that different
road semantics (e.g. tunnels, bumps, and cat-eyes) have unique
signatures on the phone sensors. Map++ classifies the multimodal sensors signature from phones inside cars to infer road
semantics such as tunnels, bridges, traffic calming devices (e.g.
bumps, cat-eyes, etc), railway crossings, stop signs, and traffic
lights. In addition, it uses pedestrians phone sensor traces to
detect map semantics like underpasses (pedestrian tunnels),
footbridges (pedestrian bridges), crosswalks, stairs, escalators,
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S YSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the MAP++ system architecture [2]. We
give an overview of the system architecture and how it identifies the different road semantics in the following subsections.
A. Traces Collection
The system collects time-stamped and location-stamped
traces along with sensor measurements. The location information can be based on GPS, WiFi/GSM fingerprinting
techniques [3]–[8], or the more accurate and energy-efficient
Dejavu system [9]. The used sensors include inertial sensors
(such as accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) as well
as cellular network information (associated cell tower ID and
its received signal strength (RSS), plus neighboring cell towers
and their associated RSS if available).
B. Preprocessing
This module is responsible for preprocessing the raw sensor
measurements to reduce the effect of outliers, e.g. due to
sudden breaks or small changes in the direction while moving.
The module uses different approaches including a low-pass
filter to the raw sensors data using local weighted regression
to smooth the data [10].
C. Transportation Mode Detection
Map++ detects two main classes of map semantics: Invehicle and pedestrian. It also filters out other classes, such as
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escalators are often powered by constant-speed alternating
current motors, it results in high variance in the ambient
magnetic field sensed by the phone.
2) Vehicular-based Map Semantics: Traces collected by the
in-vehicle can be used to detect tunnels, bridges, traffic calming
devices, railway crossings, roundabouts, intersections, stop
signs and traffic lights. For example, Map++ identifies bridges
by their effect on the Y-gravity and Z-gravity acceleration.
Bridges cause the car to go up at the start of the bridge and
then go down at the end of the bridge which is reflected on
the Y-gravity or Z-gravity acceleration.
E. Road Semantic Features Location Estimation

Map
Fig. 1.

The Map++ system architecture [2].

bike traces. To do this, Map++ uses the approach in [11] due
to its accuracy and low-energy profile.
Once the mode of transportation is detected, a map-matcher
[12] is applied to the in-vehicle traces to map the estimated
locations to the road network to reduce the localization error.
Similarly, the UPTIME step detection algorithm [13] is applied
to the pedestrian acceleration signal to detect the user steps.
In both cases, features are extracted from the traces to prepare
for the road semantic classification step.
D. Map Semantics Extraction
There are a large number of road semantic features that can
be identified based on their unique signature on the different
phone sensors. Map++ uses a tree-based classifier to identify
the different semantics. Map++ separates the semantics to invehicle and pedestrian based semantics according to the user’s
motion traces used for the semantics identification.
1) Pedestrian-based Map Semantics: Using motion traces
collected by pedestrian users, Map++ can identify a range
of semantic road features, specifically underpasses, stairs,
escalators, footbridges, crosswalks, and number of lanes. For
example, when users use the escalators, they typically stand
still, leading to low variance in acceleration. However, as

Map++ needs to provide an estimate for the identified
semantics’s locations. Map++ applies spatial clustering for
each type of the extracted road semantics. It uses densitybased clustering algorithms (DBSCAN [14]). The location of
the newly discovered semantics is the weighted mean of the
points inside their clusters.
III.

D EMO D ESCRIPTION

In this demonstration, we show how Map++ can analyze
the time- and location-stamped motion traces and automatically identify a wide range of map semantics.
Users interact with the system through a web application.
They can submit traces to the Map++ server, which runs as
a web service, to analyze them and extract the features. The
server then returns the extracted features to the user for display.
The demo shows the different processing steps performed by
the Map++ system to identify the map semantics. In addition,
audience will be able to change the different system parameters
and see their effect on the semantics identification accuracy in
real-time.
A. Map++ Demo UI
Figure 2 shows the user interface used to demonstrate the
Map++ system. The interface is divided into four main panels:
Left Panel: This panel lists all the motion traces available
on the server and the extracted feature files from each trace.
Through this panel, users can upload new motion traces for
processing.
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Right Panel: Audience can use this panel to analyze the
different semantics identified by Map++. The panel contains
two sections. The top section lists all the currently identified
road semantics. It also provides an option to add a new
semantic class at runtime.
The bottom section is activated once a semantic is selected
from the top section and the corresponding sliders are displayed. It provides controls for changing the thresholds on the
extracted features and examining their effect on detecting the
selected road semantics.
Center Panel: In this panel, audience will be able to see
the identified semantics on Google Maps. All changes, based
on the user interaction, are displayed in real-time.
Bottom Panel: This panel shows the selected feature
along the motion trace. When the semantics are identified, the
relevant sections on the graph are highlighted. This helps to
analyze the changes experienced by the phone sensors for the
selected semantic class.

V.

In the demo, we will use real crowd-sensed traces for invehicle and pedestrian users and process them in real-time
using the Map++ system to identify the different semantics
and their locations, allowing the audience to see the feasibility of map semantics identification from multi-modal sensor
traces collected by commodity smart-phones. In addition, the
audience will be able to experiment with the different features,
change the system parameters, and observe their effect on the
semantics identification.
VI.
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A client application: running on the users’ web
browser for user interaction, visualization, and communicating with the Map++ server.
Map++ server: a central processing server that aggregates and processes the collected sensors measurements from different users to identify the different
map semantics and estimate their locations.

The client logic is implemented in Javascript. The server is
divided into two main components: client interaction module
and the Map++ core.
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The client interaction module is responsible for handling
users’ requests through the client such as uploading traces and
sending back the extracted features from the core module. This
is implemented in PHP.
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The second component is the core of the Map++ logic;
It implements the Map++ different modules. In particular, it
applies the preprocessing filters on the uploaded motion traces
and extracts the different semantics from the uploaded traces.
This module is implemented in MATLAB.
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IV.

D EMO R EQUIREMENTS

The Map++ demo requires a laptop to run the web application and to demonstrate the different identified semantics.
We will also need a table, a power outlet, and an Internet
connection. As the motion traces need to be collected outdoors
by in-vehicle users or pedestrians, we will use pre-collected
traces. The presenters will provide the traces and the laptop
required for the demonstration.
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